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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Hello friends and colleagues,
After what seemed to be another lengthy and cold Minnesota winter, thankfully,
the days are now getting longer and warmer! Spring is known as a time of change
and growth in nature. It is also a season that presents many opportunities for
each of us to change and grow professionally. Now is a great time to enhance
your knowledge and skill set, grow your professional network, and assess your
continuing education needs for the year ahead. The Calendar of Events page on
our website continues to be your go-to resource for information regarding
activities at the regional and state level, as well as roundtables and webinars that
can be accessed remotely.
Sue Nathe, Jeri Romano, Joy Schmitt, Mallory Johnson, and I recently represented
our state association at the AHIMA Advocacy Summit (“Hill Day”) in Washington
D.C. on March 19th and 20th. We were very successful in advocating for two key
HIM initiatives and were able to give a special shout out to our elected officials
about YOU, our wonderful membership. Be sure to check out the corresponding
article in this edition!
Our Annual Meeting is right around the corner and I hope you join us at the
Minneapolis Marriott Northwest in Brooklyn Park! A large number of volunteers
are hard at work putting the finishing touches on a fabulous agenda that includes
educational tracks presented by local and national speakers, as well as some great
entertainment. You can register for one, two, or all three days! Don’t miss this
chance to network, learn, and have fun!
I would like to extend my congratulations to the newly elected Board and Audit
Committee members for the 2018 – 2019 year. These volunteers will be formally
accepted at our Annual Business Meeting on April 26th and begin their terms on
July 1st. Thank you to the Nominating Committee for building such a strong
ballot, all the candidates who ran for office, and everyone who cast their vote in
this year’s election!
Please continue to enjoy your spring and I will see you later this month in Brooklyn
Park!
Respectfully,
Christina M. Snaza, MS, RHIA
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IN MEMORIUM...

On February 6th, our HIM community lost a dear friend and colleague as
Linda Tyacke passed away after a courageous battle with metastatic
breast cancer. A native of Duluth, Linda graduated from the College of St.
Scholastica with a degree in Health Information Medical Records and later
went on to have an extensive career in the field for over 40 years. In her
role as an instructor at St. Catherine’s University, she worked tirelessly to
prepare and mentor her students for a future in the HIM field. Linda was
also a passionate volunteer and played a key role in the success of the
student tracks at our annual conference in years past.
Many of us will remember Linda for her positive attitude and heartwarming
smile, as well as her unwavering dedication to our profession and
association. She will be greatly missed and our thoughts continue to be
with her family and loved ones.
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ELECTION RESULTS
2018-2019

The 2018 MHIMA Nominating Committee is pleased to announce the results of
our recent electronic ballot:
President-Elect: Jeri Romano, RHIT
Secretary: Neysa Noreen, MS, RHIA
Delegate Director: Lori Diederichs, MS, RHIA
Audit Committee: Cynthia Lindberg, RHIA, CCS and Nicholas Procaccini, RHIT
We had a 14.3% voter response this year. Thank you to everyone who voted! The
newly elected board members and audit committee members will be recognized
at our annual business meeting Thursday, April 26th, 2018. These individuals will
assume their elected positions on July 1st, 2018.
The Nomination Committee joins all MHIMA members in congratulating those
elected; we thank all those who placed their names on the ballot but were not
elected this year.
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DISTINGUISHED MEMBER

The 2018 MHIMA Nominating Committee and the Board of Directors are pleased
to announce the 2018 MHIMA Distinguished Member.
The Distinguished Member award identifies and
honors outstanding members of the Minnesota
Health Information Association (MHIMA) for their
loyal service to the state association. Candidates
must have been an active member for five (5)
years or longer and have made an outstanding
contribution to the profession. The Minnesota
Health Information Management Association
(MHIMA) Nominating Committee and Board of
Directors are pleased to announce Sue Nathe,
RHIT as the 2018 MHIMA Distinguished Member.
Sue has been an active member of MHIMA since
1997. She began her 16 year service history
serving as Region D President from
2018 MHIMA Distinguished Member
2002-2007. During this time, Sue also
Sue (Jensen) Nathe, RHIT
chaired the Marketing and Communications
Committee.
Elected as a Delegate Director for the 2006-2008 term, she later completed a
three year term as MHIMA President Elect in 2009-2010, President in 2010-2011,
and Past-President in 2011-2012, and is currently serving on the MHIMA Audit
Committee. Sue has represented MHIMA on several AHIMA committees during
her tenure, including as AHIMA State Advocacy Committee Chair from 2012-2014
and as a member of the Triumph Awards Foundation Board in 2012. She serves
as a liaison with the Medi-Sota HIM group, and continues to liaise with and provide presentations to AAPC. Most notably, Sue has remained a tireless voice for
the health information management industry, as a participant in, and chair of
MHIMA’s advocacy committee, and has attended AHIMA Capitol Hill Day in
Washington, DC to represent MHIMA for over 10 years.
Since her graduation in 1997, Sue has held a variety of roles within the health
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DISTINGUISHED MEMBER
information management profession. She began her career as a medical
transcriptionist (Litchfield Medical Clinic, Litchfield, MN) and as a medical coder
(Lakeview Medical Clinic, Sauk Centre, MN). She later became the Medical
Records Supervisor and HIPAA Privacy Officer at St. Michael’s Hospital in Sauk
Centre, MN. Sue was the CEO/Owner of Medical Supplies, Inc. and TruCare
Pharmacy in Willmar, MN, and provided administrative oversight for Divine
House, Inc., a corporation that provides adult foster care services to
developmentally disabled consumers across the state of MN. She has served as
adjunct faculty in the HIM program for Ridgewater College, and was a member of
the HIM Advisory Board from 2003-2014, and now sits on the M-State Advisory
Board. Sue is currently the HIM Manager of Tri-County Health Care in Wadena,
MN, a critical access hospital with 7 clinics, and her resume includes over 20
presentations provided throughout the years to the 7 regions, state and national
levels, many of which provided advocacy training.
Sue’s knowledge and passion for HIM advocacy and especially as a voice for rural
healthcare facilities in Minnesota are unflagging, and evident in the many
activities she is involved in. In recognition of this and all she has given to our
Association, MHIMA proudly confers on Sue Nathe its 2018 Distinguished
Member award.
I hope you will join us in celebrating the recognition of this outstanding HIM
professional at our 2018 Annual Meeting. Our Distinguished Member will be
honored on Thursday, April 26, 2018.
Warm regards,
Kristi Lundgren, MS, RHIA
Past President, MHIMA
2018 Nominating Committee Chairperson
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OUTSTANDING STUDENT
AWARD

The 2018 MHIMA Nominating Committee and the Board of Directors are pleased
to announce the 2018 MHIMA Outstanding Student Award!
This Achievement Award seeks to honor those who have demonstrated
excellence, leadership and commitment to the future of the HIM profession.
Our Outstanding Student award recipient is Amy Haney. Amy is a senior at the
College of St. Scholastica (CSS) who will graduate in May. Amy’s leadership at the
College has cut across academics, student affairs, professional practice, student
governance and professional involvement. In addition to academic excellence, she
has also been extremely active in the College of St. Scholastica’s Student HIM
Association, serving as Vice President. She has been active in student affairs and
student leadership at the College. She has served as an Academic Plus Program
Representative, Orientation Coordinator, and student mentoring participant.
What has become clear over the course of her academic career at CSS is that
Amy is committed to her own success inside and outside the classroom, but she
also displays a strong commitment to the success of her peers, of the
associations she is involved with, and of the College in general. She is a model
student and young professional.
Please join us in congratulating Amy at our Annual Meeting, on Thursday, April
26, 2018.
Kristi Lundgren, MS, RHIA
Past President, MHIMA
2018 Nominating Committee Chairperson
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2018 SCHOLARSHIP
WINNERS
The MHIMA Scholarship Committee has selected the following students to
receive Minnesota Merit Scholarships.

RHIT Program:
Barbara Easley
Rochester Community & Technical College
$ 750.00

RHIA Program:
Logan Johnson
The College of Saint Scholastica
$ 750.00
Emma Peters-Axtell
The College of Saint Scholastica
$ 750.00
Lynn Zormeier
The College of Saint Scholastica
$ 1,250.00

Graduate/Masters Program:
Darlette Hoppe
The College of Saint Scholastica
$ 1,500.00
Congratulations to these deserving students who will be recognized at the
Annual Meeting on Thursday, April 26, 2018!
Watch for the July issue of MHIMA Connection for the link to the essays from
these students.
Brandi Bierbrauer, RHIA, CPhT, Chairperson
2018 MHIMA Scholarship Committee
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2018 ANNUAL MEETING
Greetings from your 2018 Annual Meeting Co-Chairs and Committee!!
The 2018 MHIMA Annual Meeting and Exhibit is just around the corner, being held April
25th – 27th at the Minneapolis Marriott Northwest in Brooklyn Park, MN.
Gina, Heather and Joy along with the enthusiastic annual committee members are putting
the final touches on the 2018 MHIMA Annual Meeting. There are great speakers joining us
on our “Waves of Change – Oceans of Opportunity” event this year from across the
entire HIM realm. The program of events can be found on the MHIMA website. Earn up to
15 CEUS by attending educational events, plus 1 additional CEU for visiting the Exhibit
Hall.
Join us as Kat Perkins, nationally recognized public speaker, and finalist of NBC's “The
Voice” opens with “An Inspiring Experience.” Following Kat, there will be wonderful
keynotes, tracks, and workshops.
Along with all the fantastic educational opportunities there are a lot of activities planned
that we are excited about.
•

The Silent Auction will open on Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. and
closing bids at 3:30 p.m. on Thursday. There will great items to bid on with
all proceeds going towards the MHIMA Scholarship fund. This year the
theme is “Relaxation”. Stop by the designated Silent Auction Room –
Hennepin #2. Don’t forget to stop by often and bid often!!

•

The Vendor Reception on Wednesday immediately following the sessions will
include a fun activity for all. There were many requests to bring back Bean Bag
Toss Tournament. Make sure to sign up at for this event. Stop by the MHIMA booth
and get signed up. Don’t worry, if you don’t have a partner, we’ll match you up
with another attendee or vendor. Even if you’re not interested in playing, come
watch!

•

The Distinguished Member luncheon will be held on Thursday, where we will take
time to honor the nominated individual as well as have a fantastic plated lunch.

•

Crazy Keys - Dueling Pianos Entertainment will be 5:30 - 8:00 pm on Thursday in
the Northland Ballroom. This event is included in your registration and will be a
great time!

For all the details, please visit:
http://www.mnhima.org/conferencesandevents/annualmeeting.html
See you soon!
Gina Sanvik, Heather Feltus, Joy Schmitt – Co-chairs and the entire Annual Meeting
Committee
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ANNUAL MEETING:
SILENT AUCTION
Silent Auction donations needed to support MHIMA Student
Merit Scholarship Fund at AHIMA Foundation
Each year, the MHIMA Board of Directors
awards scholarships to HIM students
based on merit. The funds for these
scholarships are derived from direct
donations to the MHIMA Student Merit
Scholarship Fund, and also from the
proceeds of our Silent Auction held each
year at the MHIMA Annual Meeting.
It's not too early to start planning your donated gift. Hit the sales, go to those
home parties, shop online, create a craft project--use your imagination to create
the perfect donation to make our Silent Auction interesting!
This year, we will be doing a Relaxation Corner to augment our Silent Auction. We
are seeking donations of relaxation items, lotions, books, beverages (wine, beer,
tea, coffee & other), get away or any other item that you enjoy relaxing with. We
will also be taking all the other great donations for the regular Silent Auction.
It's ok if you haven't obtained the donated item, just let us know what you plan to
donate, and the approximate value. We also would like a photo of your item when
available to post on the Annual Meeting Silent Auction page on our website.
Please take a moment now to consider what you will donate, and fill out the Silent
Auction Support Form
(http://www.mnhima.org/conferencesandevents/annualmeeting.html). The form is
towards the middle of the page.
For any questions about the Silent Auction, contact the Executive Director
(executivedirector@mnhima.org).
Thank you!
2018 MHIMA Silent Auction Committee
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CALLING ALL
HIM STUDENTS!
Student AHIMA Members! What could be better than attending the MHIMA Annual
Conference? Attending the annual conference AND winning the Student Jeopardy
competition! The annual meeting committee would like health
information students to consider competing in health information student
Jeopardy. Whether you are in an HIT, HIM or earning your masters, we would love
for you to compete! Form a team with your classmates and throw your collective
hat in the ring.
Please form a team of 3 to 4 student AHIMA members to compete on Thursday,
April 26th at 3:30p.m. Filling in for Alex Trebek will be Ryan Sandefer and David
Marc. Eternal glory, everlasting fame, and fabulous prizes await the winners!!!!
To register a team, please e-mail Katie Kerr by Friday, April 13th at
kkerr@css.edu, with your team name and the names of the members on your team!

Connect With a Mentor
We would like to connect each student with an AHIMA member that is attending the
annual meeting. This is a great opportunity for all students!
The benefits of connecting with a mentor include:
• Learning how an HIM professional got to where they are today
• Having your resume reviewed by a professional in the field
• Learning about their professional involvement in MHIMA and AHIMA
• Gaining referrals to other professionals through their connections
• Learning about career opportunities at their place of employment
• Developing a supportive, professional relationship with someone already
working in the field
• Allowing you to practice your interpersonal skills
After you register for the annual meeting, please sign up to be paired with a mentor
by completing this very short Google form:
(Remove this slash when
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScuL0qZkpasting into your browser.)
mj3LJ4fZ-G_8O955HKCyWuk9F3JL-pcWZV2ZyMJ2w/viewform
We would like all students interested in this year’s mentorship program to sign up
by Friday, April 13th, 2018.
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CALLING ALL
HIM STUDENTS!
Registration Information

Please note that you must be an AHIMA member to attend the MHIMA meeting
at the student rate. To join AHIMA, go to http://www.ahima.org/membership.
Once you are a member of AHIMA, register for the 2018 MHIMA Annual Meeting
at: http://www.mnhima.org/conferencesandevents/annualmeeting.html.
**Annual Meeting Pricing Information for Student AHIMA Members**
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2018 AHIMA
ADVOCACY SUMMIT

MHIMA President Christina Snaza, Advocacy Chair Sue Nathe, Delegate Director
Jeri Romano, Treasurer Joy Schmitt and Secretary Mallory Johnson kicked off
Health Information Professionals (HIP) Week by attending the 2018 AHIMA
Advocacy Summit in Washington D.C. on March 19th and 20th. The Advocacy
Summit is a two-day conference bringing AHIMA's leadership together to engage
in dialogue that focuses on the strategic direction and advocacy efforts of the
HIM profession and the Association, as well as to help ensure that HIM
professionals are part of the policy decision making process. MHIMA’s
representatives joined forces with leaders from 48 Component State Associations
(CSA’s), AHIMA’s Board of Directors, and AHIMA’s Advocacy & Policy Counsel to
advocate for the HIM profession and the importance of patient matching.
This year, there were two topics/items that we advocated for while on the Hill:
Patient Matching – CSAs were meeting with their respective congressmen to
ask that they omit the 1999 language in the fiscal year 2019 appropriations legislation to enable HHS to work with the industry to advance a nationwide patient
matching strategy. HIM professionals currently tackle a number of data integrity
issues on a daily basis, and a mismatch between patients and their clinical data is
a very serious patient safety issue. By omitting this language, it will allow public
and private entities to begin conversations around finding a patient matching
solution.
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2018 AHIMA
ADVOCACY SUMMIT
Modernizing Privacy laws to combat the opioid epidemic - This was a topic
that was discussed at last year’s Summit, and this year we were asking Congress
to support and/or co-sponsor H.R. 3545/S. 1850 bills, which align 42 CFR Part 2
with HIPAA for purposes of healthcare treatment, payments and operations and
strengthens protections around the use of substance use disorders records in
criminal proceedings. Today, Part 2 requires that substance use records are kept
separate from the patient’s entire medical record. This becomes a challenge, as
well as a patient safety issue because providers may be unaware of the risks to
their patient from multiple drug interactions and co-existing medical problems.
All in all, it was a successful Advocacy Summit for MHIMA, even though there
was some unexpected weather we battled through! It was an honor to represent
our members and promote the HIM profession!
Mallory Johnson, RHIA
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PATIENTS RIGHT TO ACCESS VS
RELEASE OF INFORMATION
By Sue Nathe, RHIT
KFA Chair Legal Manual/Advocacy
On February 27th, I had the privilege to provide MHIMA members a free webinar
entitled, “Patients Right to Access vs Release of Information”. Over 200 members
across the state joined into the WebEx. This educational WebEx was provided to help
HIM professionals delineate the differences between the “Patient Right to Access” and
“Authorization to Release” medical information. In addition, the presentation provided
information and the opportunity to discuss current challenges HIM professionals handle
on an ongoing basis when patients or other entities request health information.
The WebEx reviewed the differences between what type of information must be included on a Release of Information form and the information needed on a Patient Access
Request as the two forms have multiple sections that are either deemed necessary or
mandatory, or just a “good idea” to have. Additional parts of the WebEx reviewed the
Designated Record Set and how it is important to have a policy delineating what parts of
the medical record are included in the definition, to ensure the appropriate disclosure of
information.
During this hour presentation, we covered many areas including the timeliness of
disclosures, and current copy fees. Members were able to review ways to request or
release the information to the patients and/or their representatives in a variety of ways
to include:
•
Email
•
Portals
•
CDs
•
Jump drives
•
Fax
•
Paper copies
A lengthy discussion was held regarding who is able to sign an Authorization for a
patient, when the patient is unable and has a representative, whom is either a guardian,
Power of Attorney, or the differences between the legalities of the titles. During the
WebEx, an algorithm to assist with determining appropriate signing of consents was
shared with the attendees. Additional links to resources from AHIMA, guidance by the
OCR, and HHS Frequently Asked Questions website were provided within the
presentation also.
At the conclusion, time was spent with the attendees in a Q&A session covering a variety
of areas regarding the release of information in a variety of settings and the challenges
often affecting HIM professionals when patient’s request medical information. For
anyone who has not had the opportunity to listen to the WebEx, it is available free of
charge and participants receive 1 CEU for their attendance. Also, the questions and
answers that were addressed during the Q&A session are available upon request from
the MHIMA Executive Director.
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BODY LANGUAGE
By Carolyn Gaarder, RHIA
Body language is nonverbal and makes up a large part, perhaps 50 to 70 percent, of
daily communication.
Just think about facial expressions. They can convey happiness, anger, sadness, surprise,
disgust, fear, confusion, excitement, desire and contempt. Also, facial expressions are
deemed to be among the most universal forms of body language. The expressions of
happiness, fear, sadness and anger are similar through the world. People with joyful and
smiling expressions were often considered to be more intelligent than those with angry
expressions.
The eyes are capable of revealing much about what a person is thinking or feeling.
A person gazing into your eyes while talking to you shows that they are interested and
paying attention. On the other hand, broken eye contact with frequently looking away
may indicate the person is uncomfortable or distracted.
Blinking is natural, but not when it is excessive. People naturally blink more often when
they are distressed or uncomfortable. Poker players may control their eye movements if
they are purposely trying to appear unexcited about the hand they are holding.
The mouth can be essential in reading body language, such as chewing on the bottom lip
may indicate feeling of worry, fear or insecurity.
While covering the mouth may be polite if yawning or coughing, it may be an attempt to
cover up a frown of disapproval.
Smiles may be genuine or may be used to express false happiness, sarcasm, or even
cynicism.
Tight pursed lips may indicate distaste, disapproval, or distrust.
Lip biting might be a sign that a person is stressed, anxious, or worried.
Read the signals that arms and legs may convey. Crossed arms may indicate that a
person feels defensive, self-protective, or closed off. Clasping the hands behind the back
might indicate that a person is feeling angry, bored, or anxious. Fidgeting or finger
tapping can be a sign that a person is bored, frustrated, or impatient. Crossed legs can
show that a person is feeling closed off or in the need of privacy.
Understanding a bit about body language can help you better communicate with others
and interpret what others are trying to convey to you.
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AHIMA VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITY
Volunteer Program for Students and Recent Grads at the
2018 AHIMA Convention - EXPENSES PAID
Do you want to attend the 2018 AHIMA Convention in Miami, FL, but don’t want to
have to pay for all the expenses that come along with going? Well, if you are a
student or new graduate, you’re in luck! AHIMA will be providing a volunteer
program for the 2018 convention; which includes having some (potentially all)
expenses paid (within the AHIMA travel policy guidelines). Not only will
volunteers be able to help with activities throughout the convention, but it is also
a great opportunity for future HIM leaders to network and become more engaged
with the profession! I would encourage you all to take advantage of this
opportunity and fill out an application before April 30th, 2018. All criteria that
need to be met in order to be considered for this volunteer program is listed
within the application. Please see the below links for the applications.
Student Application Link:
https://app.smarterselect.com/programs/49084-AhimaAhima-Foundation
New Graduate Application Link:
https://app.smarterselect.com/programs/49247-AhimaAhima-Foundation
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this program please contact
Rebekah Quinn, AHIMA Student Engagement Manager, at
rebekah.quinn@ahima.org, or Matthew Mach, MHIMA Student Representative, at
mmach1@css.edu.
Thank you for considering this opportunity to volunteer at the 2018 AHIMA
Convention and we hope to see you there!
By Matthew Mach
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
For additional details and registration links, please visit the MHIMA website
at: http://www.mnhima.org/calendar/calendar.html.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
For additional details and registration links, please visit the MHIMA website
at: http://www.mnhima.org/calendar/calendar.html.
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Thank you for your article submissions!
We would like to give our great appreciation for everyone who
helped with this newsletter. Special thanks to those who
submitted content: Christina Snaza, Kristi Lundgren, Carolyn
Gaarder, Gina Sanvik, Heather Feltus, Joy Schmitt, Debra
Switzer, Matthew Mach, Brandi Bierbrauer, Sue Nathe, and
Mallory Johnson.
Do you have an article you would like to submit for the next
newsletter, or a topic you’d like to see featured? Please e-mail
us at marketing-communications@mnhima.org - we would love
to hear from you!

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter!
Follow us on Facebook (MN Health Information Management)
and Twitter (@MNHIMA) to receive information and keep up
with current events!
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